Optical gas imaging:
from qualitative to quantitative

New technology
capable of quantifying
fugitive emissions
using infrared imaging
may eventually serve
as a full replacement
for Method 21.
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Based on the above principles, the QL100 tablet contains a computer program that takes the raw IR data
from an IR camera and analyses it to determine the
leak rate. The IR camera must be radiometrically cali-

Table 1 Test conditions for the Concawe experiment to detect and quantify leaks
using Providence Photonics’ QL100 product
Parameter

Demonstrated range

Leaking equipment type

Open end, valve, flange

brated to establish a temperature scale. The user
needs to provide: the ambient temperature; the dis-

Distance to leak

tance between the camera and the leaking compo-

Leak rate

nent; and the gas composition. All other variables

Leak composition

required for determining the leak rate are programmed
into the tablet.

2–8 m

In pilot test location
(not in manufacturing site)
Different lenses can be used

14–1100 g/h
propane, methane,
toluene, propylene and
blends thereof

Wind speed/direction

0.3–1.9 m/s

Ambient temperature

15–21°C

Several controlled experiments, comparing known leak
rates of several gases and mixtures to the estimates
provided by the QL100, were performed with the prototype version in 2015. The results have been presented at various conferences in the USA, Europe and

Remark

IR response factors developed for
many common hydrocarbons

Issues limiting use:
• High leaks and no wind
(plume cannot be extracted
from background).
• Small leaks and high wind
(plume pixels cannot be captured)

the Middle-East. Additional experiments were carried
out by Providence Photonics in collaboration with
Concawe [7] and the US EPA[8].
Based upon the test results to date, QOGI appears
The test conditions in the Concawe experiment are
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summarised in Table 1. Overall, the QL100 was able to
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sions in oil and gas production.

Further field experiments have been recently undertaken to develop an understanding of data quality indicators that would establish the characteristics and
proportion of those leaks detected by OGI that could
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